
From the moment an idea is born until a campaign is 
executed and evaluated, you need a way to seamlessly 
track all the moving parts. Most marketing and creative 
teams struggle to plan resources, manage tasks, ensure 
smooth transitions, publish content, and measure 
effectiveness to understand how campaigns meet KPIs.

With Workfront for Adobe, enterprise marketing 
organizations can manage their entire campaign 
process—from strategy and planning to creative, 
deployment, and measurement—on a single operational 
system of record. Marketing professionals and creatives 
can work in Adobe’s best-in-class solutions for creative, 
marketing, and analytics, while Workfront manages 
people, processes, collaboration, and approvals 
so work gets done. You’ll worry less about project 
management and focus more on designing great 
experiences that impact your bottom line.

ABOUT WORKFRONT

Workfront is a enterprise work management 
application platform that effortlessly connects 
teams so they can see, measure, and analyze 
critical factors such as resources, outcomes, 
and priorities. It is the only modern work 
management platform expressly architected 
for enterprise marketing and in-house creative 
teams that use Adobe Experience Cloud and 
Adobe Creative Cloud solutions.

 
ADOBE INTEGRATIONS:

 Adobe Creative Cloud

 Adobe Experience Manager

 Adobe Analytics

 Adobe Campaign

Work more efficiently, launch campaigns 
faster, and see real impact on your business.

Connect marketing, creative, and campaign work to optimize visibility 
and performance.



A seamless workflow for omnichannel campaign management.

• Marketing organizations can manage the entire marketing process—from strategy and 
planning to creative, deployment, and measurement.

• Leverage Workfront templates and resource scheduling capability to standardize the 
request process, create a campaign plan and workflow, identify priorities, assemble a 
team, and assign tasks.

• Receive tasks directly in Adobe Creative Cloud, create amazing content, and seamlessly 
upload it to the relevant Workfront project or task. Help the creative team stay organized 
by giving them a view into their assignments and due dates.

• Comment directly to Workfront, and request approval without leaving your Creative 
Cloud applications. Ease design review by calling out the differences between versions.

• Seamlessly move assets from work-in-progress state within Workfront to finalization 
state within AEM Assets.

• Collect, maintain, and share comprehensive metadata to maximize asset value. Map 
Workfront metadata to existing metadata fields in AEM Assets.

• Optimize the asset reuse process by quickly connecting AEM Assets to Workfront.

Campaign brief
Submitted by marketing for review and 
assessment in Workfront.

Create digital content
Designers are assigned tasks and make 
status updates via CC connector.

Digital Asset Management
Final asset with associated metadata 
from campaign plan is stored in AEM. 

Project plan
Created from templates and 
resources assigned in Workfront.

Digital review/approval
Utilize Workfront’s automated 
review and approvals across 
multiple stakeholders/groups 
within Adobe. 

Campaign execution
Automatically created using metadata from 
campaign plan in Workfront. Status updates 
are synced with Workfront. 

I NTAKE M E A SU REPL AN FU LFILLCRE ATE RE VI E W STORE

A Marketer’s Journey—Omnichannel Campaign Management

Campaign performance
Combines project cost and time 
metrics with campaign analytics.



How Workfront enhances your AEM Assets deployment.

Gain efficiency as you accelerate productivity—even on complex projects. Your team will be 
empowered to coordinate and collaborate across departments, and focus on the right tasks 
and priorities.

• Streamline campaign kickoff. Increase 
organization and control with the seamless 
authoring, intake, and organization of 
creative briefs.

• Easily manage people and resources. 
Eliminate email-driven, disconnected 
workflows by providing comprehensive view 
of stakeholders, workloads, and priorities to 
easily assign tasks.

• Maximize creative throughput and team 
satisfaction. Streamline collaboration by 
surfacing requested actions to creative users 
directly within Creative Cloud applications.

• Maximize content velocity. Increase 
marketing ROI by leveraging workflows to 
automate digital asset review and approval, 
getting content to market as quickly 
as possible.

• Deliver process and performance analytics 
across all marketing activities. Provide 
comprehensive performance statistics 
including data surrounding timelines, cost, 
and productivity of past marketing efforts.
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Visit workfront.com/marketing to learn more.

http://workfront.com/marketing

